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We work at Belgian nuclear research centre, SCK CEN
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Belgian context
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Intended nuclear phase-out timetable
Nuclear power plants overview 

BR3
At present, the major components of the 
BR3 reactor are dismantled, 
and concrete cleaning work has started. 

The major remaining tasks are related to 
the demolition of the buildings. 
It will be the first complete 
decommissioning of a PWR in Europe.
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Belgian context
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Intended nuclear phase-out timetable

Importance of 
socio-economic and political 
aspects of decommissioning

e.g.
PUBLIC CONSULTATION

on the environmental impact 
assessment of the extention of 
the life time of Doel 1 & 2

Foreseen for April-June 2021
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Social scientists at SCK CEN

Public knowledge, 
perceptions 
and views 
about decommissioning

We are social scientists at  SCK CEN

?
F. Hoti, Perko T. & Turcanu C. (2021): SCK CEN Barometer
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Huge information gap
• 1 out of 2 Belgians have never thought about 

what happens with a NPP after it has 
permanently stopped producing nuclear 
energy.

• Only 8% of Belgians consider themselves to 
be informed about what happens with a NPP 
after it has permanently stopped producing 
nuclear energy.

• 82% of Belgians would take time and read a 
news article related to what happens with a 
NPP after it has permanently stopped 
producing nuclear energy.

6
F. Hoti, Perko T. & Turcanu C. (2021): SCK CEN Barometer
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In your opinion, what should happen with Belgian nuclear power plants 
after they have permanently stopped producing nuclear energy? 

7

17%

14%

16%
35%

5%

13%

Removal of all traces of the NPP and its activities

Reuse of parts of the installations (for instance its
foundation) for other, non-nuclear, non-industrial
purposes
Site reuse for activities involving radioactive
materials, for instance storage of nuclear waste

Carry out the necessary works so that the site is
preserved in a safe way for many decades, until the
remaining radioactivity decays
Other

Don't know/ No answer

F. Hoti, Perko T. & Turcanu C. (2021): SCK CEN Barometer

N= 1060, sample weighed for gender, education, 
age, province, region and habitat
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Citizens do not know what decommissioning or dismantling is
Challenge: How to explain it in a plain language for 
our survey?

“After they have permanently stopped producing 
nuclear energy, nuclear power plants must be 
decommissioned. 
This entails four steps: 
• dismantling of the installation 
• dismantling of the infrastructure, 
• the remediation and clearance of the buildings, 
• the demolition of these buildings. 
After these steps, the radioactivity is only present in the 
form of traces.” 8

F. Hoti, Perko T. & Turcanu C. (2021): SCK CEN Barometer

?
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“If there is an initiative to involve citizens in the decision-making process 
concerning decommissioning of NPP in Belgium (offered at flexible dates and 

hours), and anybody could participate, to what extent would you like to do so?”

9
F. Hoti, Perko T. & Turcanu C. (2021): SCK CEN Barometer
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I don’t want to 
participate

I want to receive
information about
the power plant

to be
decommissioned

I want to receive
information and

express my
opinion

I want to
participate in a

dialogue towards
a decision

I want to be an
active partner in

the decision-
making process

Don't know/ no
answer

If there is an initiative to involve citizens in the decision-making process concerning 
decommissioning of nuclear power plants in Belgium (offered at flexible dates and hours), 

and anybody could participate, to what extent would you like to do so?

F. Hoti, Perko T. & Turcanu C. (2021): SCK CEN Barometer

N=519, sample weighed for gender, education, age, province, region and habitat
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Currently, (If) there is an initiative to involve citizens in the decision-making process concerning 
decommissioning of nuclear power plants in Belgium (offered in flexible dates and hours), and 

anybody can participate. Would you like to write your name in the list so that you can be 
involved in the decision-making process? 

If there is an initiative…
N= 519

Currently, there is an initiative…
N= 541
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Conclusions
Public has the right to be involved in decommissioning 
process, although they are not well informed and have 
difficulties to make informed decisions.

Majority of citizens are willing to spend time to get informed 
but not to be engaged at a higher level. 

However there are people who wish to be your partners in 
decision-making related to decommissioning process.

Advice 
• Get informed what your residents know and feel about 

decommissioning. 
• Investigate how much they wish to be informed and 

engaged in the process.
• Start communicating and engaging about this complex 

socio-technical process of decommissioning with your 
residents! 12

Change
Challenge

Opportunity

Contact: Tanja.perko@sckcen.be
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This presentation contains data, information and formats for dedicated use only and may not be communicated, copied, 
reproduced, distributed or cited without the explicit written permission of SCK CEN.

If this explicit written permission has been obtained, please reference the author, followed by ‘by courtesy of SCK CEN’.

Any infringement to this rule is illegal and entitles to claim damages from the infringer, without prejudice to any other right in 
case of granting a patent or registration in the field of intellectual property.
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